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Filter fabric in gravity band filters

Large stock: we stock all common filter fabrics

Recommendations for using LIQUI filter fabrics 
for individual liquid filtration  

   Process     Systems without mechanical load      Systems with mechanical load

         (Filter fabric is transported by a wire belt)     (Filter fabric is drawn directly and therefore must be tear- 
         e.g. gravity band filters         resistant) e .g. in deep-bed filters, inclined-bed filters, hydro- 
                      static filters, vacuum filters and pressure band filters

Very coarse Turning     PR 65            L605 
   Drilling     PR 65

Coarse  Turning     P 75             L 610/1 
   Drilling     P 75  
   Milling     P 75 

Medium  Milling     P 100            L 630/1  
   Grinding     P 150            L 640/1 

Fine   Grinding     P 150            L 645/1 
   Honing     P 160            L 650/1 
   Lapping     P 160 

Very fine  Honing     PP 480/100           L 680/1 
   Lapping     PP 860/150           PP 950/150
 
other types available on request

Our recommendations are based on experience. As filter 
fineness depends on the build-up of the filter cake, filter 
fineness cannot be specified in µm.

We would be happy to send you appropriate test sam-
ples for evaluation.

Economical use of filter fabric

LIQUI filter fabric has proved successful as a filter medium in many 
branches of industry for many years. Used mainly for purifying liq-
uids by means of automatic band filters in the metal industry. Ap-
plications range from the purification of washing liquids, cooling 
lubricants for metalworking through to oil purification. 

The selection of filter fabric determines the efficiency and the eco-
nomic viability of the filter unit. The type of filter liquid, the through-
put and the type of contamination and the required purification 
level must be taken into consideration for the optimum selection. In 
principle, the filter quantity and the type of filter liquid determine the 
filter surface. The required filter efficiency determines the filter fab-
ric to be used. The contamination type and quantity determine the 
filter fabric consumption accordingly. 

In principle, a comparison of filter fabrics in specific operating con-
ditions has shown that better filter efficiency is always achieved 
when using heavy fabric types. However, this results in higher filter 
fabric consumption. The reason is different permeability. 

With respect to the efficiency of the filter fabric it should be noted 
that the purification level increases with the build-up of a sludge 
cake. However, the throughput decreases at the same time. A filter 
fineness of up to 1 µm can be achieved with increasing sludge de-
posit. 

We supply every fabric type and quality

 � Send us an A4 size sample for free analysis of quality specifica-
tion of other fabric makes. 

 � Custom-made in all widths and lengths. 

 


